Experience this cooking class in a private elegant Parisian “Suite”!
A unique Parisian culinary experience!

Let’s learn how to make delicate dishes yourself! Your private Chef will reveal to you some secrets to master the techniques and some tips not to forget all the steps to make your menu with success. The most important for the Chef is that you will be able to do on your own the same dishes when you come back to your country. Then, you will give the “French touch” to your next dinner with your friends!

This hands-on cooking workshop ends with the lunch, tasting your own starter, main course and dessert.

Before the lunch, you set the table on an antique mahogany table with very refined and unique tableware (ancient pieces with monograms), coming from personal heritage of the owner of this place and founder of theses workshops (Marie-Bénédicte). Where culinary know-how meets the art of hosting… The other privilege of this class is that it is held in a confidential private “Suite” in the heart of the 8th district, which has been just opened. The place is privatized just for you. This is a beautifully furnished, warm and chic Parisian hide away that perfectly masters the French lifestyle. Enjoy this privileged, amusing, indulging and learning culinary experience that will give you a true taste of the Paris gastronomy and lifestyle!

Your menu depends on the seasonal food products, and is served with wine and sparkling/mineral water.

Meeting point at the market to buy some fresh food products for your cooking class